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Editorial - God First

Rediscovering Our True Identity

What if, 12,000 of us are to be "just what we are," and not what we have to become? Are we all capable of being who we already are? We might be surprised by the answer. It is about the meaning and ethical implications for our daily life. They have to do with our identity. It is about the meaning and ethical implications for our daily life. They have to do with our identity.

PROVE HIM NOW

When the Lord enters your life, He will call you to prove Him. This is a vital part of your Christian walk. It is an opportunity to demonstrate your commitment to the Lord and His will in your life.

First time ever! 2016 Third Quarter Stewardship Week of Revival
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North American Division - Pastor Noldy Sakul and Pastor Shakeel Javed, South American Division - Pastor Herbert Boger, Jr., and Pastor Marcos F. Bomfim. East Central India Union Stewardship Director, Pastor Ashock Doddamony organized special advisory council for the Stewardship Directors of the field on 24 July 5-6, 2016. South Central India Union Stewardship Directors Advisory held in Hosur Campus on August 2016.
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Central Philippine Seminar.

During the same time a Stewardship Week of Revival in Local Church Leaders in Juba, South Sudan ECD, turn East Central Africa Division - Pastor William Bagambe. Bolivia - 10 Days - Putting God First

Recently I listened as several administrators debated whether they could bring in new students with private dollars, while the state was cutting aid. The administrators were struggling to make ends meet with declining support from public sources. They were facing the dilemma of not being able to distribute funds that desperately need this small increase just to keep up with inflation. I also understand the dilemma of not being able to distribute funds that desperately need this small increase just to keep up with inflation. They are most likely to see billboards slogans that say: “Safety First”, “Health First”, “Safety First”, “Health First”, or “Education First”. The question is whether these two simple words convey a deeper meaning. They probably do with our identity. It is about the meaning and ethical implications for our daily life. They have to do with our identity. It is about the meaning and ethical implications for our daily life. They have to do with our identity.

Southern Asia Division - Pastor Renthlei Shillong on 19-20 October 2016.
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